Canyon Theater

Note: The walls on either side of the foyer entry have a heating element which runs their length.

Glass Hand-rails

15' 5''

8'

19'

Main Gallery Linear Feet:

180'

Main Gallery

Approximate Square Footage:

1600'

The north and south walls of the main gallery are backed with plywood as is the eastern wall of the Canyon Ramp and the wrapped columns in the middle of the main gallery. The majority of the gallery and windows are equipped with a track wire hanging system for displaying 2D works.

The gallery has approximately 20 pedestals of varying sizes, some of which are bonneted for secure display of small/fragile works.

Canyon Gallery Reception

1001 Arapahoe Avenue Boulder, CO 80302
(enter north wing near Canyon Blvd.)

Security desk may be available for reception use (after hours only)

Security desk

Bannister height is at 34”.

Electrical outlets

Glass window walls

Locations tables may be placed within the gallery (no food)

Ceiling Heights:
Canyon Gallery — 11'10”

Note: this side of the column has a BUI vinyl and is NOT available for use
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